
What would you do for 
a Klondike bar?Would you rather visit 

the world 100 years 
ago or 100 years 
from now?

“I would go 100 years into the future, so I 
could see how my family turned out.”
-Mr. Reinking (Physical Education)

“I would live 100 years in the past because 
it was a simpiler time and there were more 
important things to deal with.”
-Mrs. Thompson (English)

“If I could go visit one hundred years into the future or 
past I would pick the past. The reason why is because 
life was simpler back then.
-Mrs. Lenhart (Math)

“I don’t think I would 
do anything. I don’t re-
ally like Klondike bars.”
-Nicole Vest (Freshman)

“I would join the ranks 
of Klondike, climb my 
way to the top, take 
over the company, and 
take all of the Klondike 
bars for myself.”
-Chris Harley (Sopho-
more)

“I don’t know, I would 
sing in front of the 
whole class, because I 
really don’t like 
singing.”
-Kelsi Camacho (Senior)

“If it took such drastic measures, 
I would hijack a car, drive like 
a ninja, and then buy my ice-
cream like a civilized person. 
Afterwards, I would drive home 
and eat my ice cream while 
watching Pitch Perfect.”
-Ellen Sorenson (Junior)

“I would go back to 1912 when the Titanic 
sunk and tell the boat to go left, to save the 
ship.”
-Mr. Concklin (Social Science)

“Holocaust Survivor” 
continuation from Page 1
 in her innocent ears as pinkish-red raindrops fell on her shoes. 

When Liz’s nanny heard the news, she ran to the ghetto quietly taking Liz and her moth-
er home. When they arrived, the two of them hid under the nanny’s bed and waited. Liz’s 
nanny wrote a letter to her uncle, saying, “I have your most precious possessions, please 
come get them, I cannot keep them.” Taking the hint, he picked them up, after which he sent 
them on a train to a safer place. They were unable to stay for long because Gestapo found the 
safe house they were at. While everyone was fleeing, one of the soldiers put a gun to Liz’s 
head, and asked her mother, who doesn’t look Jewish, why she was hiding a Jewish kid. Her 
mother diverted the question sweetly and pulled her child away. 

Again, the two went back to hiding. They ran away into a forest, walking by night, 
sleeping by day. Using the snow and Liz’s blankie as camouflage, they were able to avoid 
the Nazis and their search dogs. To survive, they ate sugar cubes with drops of alcohol. 

Finally, after numerous days upon days spent in the forest, they were able to find a 
guide. This guide was paid by a group of Jews to bring them across to Hungary. While they 
were crossing a road near Hungary, Gestapo came out of nowhere and captured all of the 
Jews, having been tipped off by the guide. Liz and her mother were sent to and released 
from a Budapest jail. Where they then snuck away to a refugee building. Liz became sick, 
however, giving her the oppurtunity to learn Hungarian; later aiding them in their eventual 
escape. 

Liberty came when the Russians were at their aid. Free at last. Around 6 million Jews 
lost their lives at the hands of Nazis, and by a miracle Liz’s family was safe. They later 
moved to Australia where Liz met her husband and had 6 children. She was challenged in 
her faith and in her perception of the world, but she overcame and turned her experience 
into something good. 


